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About This Game

Galactineers is a genre-mix of open world sandbox game and realtime strategy game. You can use blocks and items to build
your world in space, and also construct your own ships. Use your ships to raise an economy and build huge stations and

bases, fight cooperative PVE missions, or challenge your friends in PVP arena battles.

Core feature of the game is the Ship Designer in the factory building:
Wether you need harvesters, cargo- and construction ships, observers, or even battle ships, the ship designer is the tool to create

and customize your ships. You can choose from nearly 50 different block materials and hundreds of ship modules and
stickers to customize your creation in look and functionality.

Higher level factories allow you to access more and higher level ship modules, but also allow you to build bigger ships. You can
research, to unlock more materials, ship modules, or higher building levels.

Explore space to discover ressources, pirates nests, extra-terrestrial stations, PVP arenas, and PVE missions.

In PVP arenas, you can face off with your friends and see who built the best battle ships. You can bet for ship construction
plans or ressources.

In PVE missions, you're challenged with a quest or objective, which you can try to accomplish alone, or cooperatively with up
to 4 players. Win precious ressources, or unlock more ship modules for the ship designer.

Not only can you shape the world and ships to your imaginations, the game is also highly customizable!
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You can create own texture packs, add recipes to the foundry to modify the economical processes, or create asteroids, stations,
or buildings in the Object Editor.

Using the Object Editor to create a map and the simple PHP Programming API, you can easily script your own PVE
missions and add them to the game or share them with your friends.

Share missions, objects, and ships directly via the Steam Workshop and be part of the creative Galactineers community.
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Title: Galactineers
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
LInsoDeTeh
Publisher:
LInsoDeTeh
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 2.2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 450 MB available space

English,German
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This is an excellent overall game. The concept and completion of the game isn't difficult, but the mastery is beautifully crafted.
How and when you jump, land, hitting the right keys and the reaction time with trying to speedrun this game is unlike almost
any other game made to date. Closest comparison would be Dead Core, another game i love to speedrun. The world needs more
games like these!!!. Good downloadable content.. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2610 Beautiful
 \u2022 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2610 Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
 \u2022 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2610 Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
 \u2022 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Teens
\u2610 Adults
 \u2022 Human

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
 \u2022 Potato
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Rich boiiiiii
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press \u201aA\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
 \u2022 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
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\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2610 Average grind level
 \u2022 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second live for grinding

---{Story}---
\u2610 Story?
 \u2022 Text or Audio floating around
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Lovley
\u2610 It\u2018ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Long enough for a cup of coffee
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Long
 \u2022 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u2610 It\u2019s free!
\u2610 Worth the price
 \u2022 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never heard of
\u2610 Minor bugs
 \u2022 Can get annoying
\u2610 ARK: Survival Evolved
\u2610 The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs. Garbage... gameplay is poorly explained and the menus suck♥♥♥♥♥ AND
I'm into indie games...

1/5 Stars. Ninja Gaiden-esque. I first found this game on itch.io. I have to admit, I rage quit at some point and had trouble
getting back into it but I did really enjoy it up until I rage quit.. Luckily I got this game on the cheap.

While the game itself is OK, the puzzlesolving mechanics are really terrible. I dont think I've ever been so aggrevated while
playing a game. Repeatedly you'll find yourself solving puzzles you really have no way of solving, or so you think. Turns out, for
the most part, you'll have to flip between the pages of your in-game diary, or jott down symbols that you have seen on a wall or
similar places.
If they would have made this game so that once you know the basics of the solution so does your character, then this game
would have been more enjoyable. As it stands now, it really is'nt.
Also the dialog can't be skipped. This turns really irritating when you have to play certain parts again, or if you happen to click
on the wrong dialog option by mistake. This was especially annoying when I at one point had limited time to solve a puzzle, but I
obviously had more than enough time to listen to a bunch of rather meaningless dialog.
There were a few bugs I experienced, one of which almost made me quit playing, but nothing really gamestopping.

If you're an experienced "point'n clicker" and one of the most patient humans alive, you might enjoy the story however. The
puzzles were also good (if the mechanics had been better, that is) and quite original. Once you had solved them, and after you
stopped crying and trying to scratch your eyes out, you really get a sense of achievement. Because it's really not an easy game.
The voice acting was so-so, the graphics are OK and the music is... present.

I don't think I could have finished this one without a good walkthrough though. So if you plan on playing this game I suggest you
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find one online.
I also suggest that you make sure noone can hear your screams of rage...

My last tip, for those of you brave enough to venture forth, would be; read your diary. Then read it again, and again, and again...
and again. Are you still here? Hello?. You need a game pad to play.... I really admire the imagination of this game production
team, and I hope they graduate from kindergarten as soon as possible.
\u6211\u771f\u5fc3\u4f69\u670d\u6574\u4e2a\u6e38\u620f\u5236\u4f5c\u56e2\u961f\u7684\u60f3\u8c61\u529b\uff0c\u5e7
6\u4e14\u5e0c\u671b\u4ed6\u4eec\u65e9\u65e5\u4ece\u5e7c\u513f\u56ed\u6bd5\u4e1a\u3002. This game tells a very simple,
somewhat childish story, interspersed with often easy, sometimes frustrating puzzles. The gameplay isn't consistent, and the
story isn't interesting enough to be worth the time and effort, little as it takes.
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I know this game from its previous releases - if you like The Looney Tunes Show and "bad" games as entertainment, it would be
perfect for you. HOWEVER. The Steam release of the game has removed ALL the cutscenes. They are replaced with a very
minimized slideshow version of the original scenes. Inbetween those you are merely collecting coins quite blandly.

This game would have been durable for the TLTS fan with the original story and cutscenes - but not this version. And it's
definitely not worth 20\u20ac. DON'T.. Fun game but I keep having issues with movement. I am constantly drifting which
makes aiming and hitting targets very difficult. Would be great if you could fix the movement issue.. As of right now this game
is not ready for gamers. The interface is unintuitive. It's not at all possible to know where to get any materials. You will die
every night with the hordes of enemies that come out. Everything in this game just feels like a chore with no real progress or
fulfillment.. This game has to be one of the worst, buggiest, low-qualitiest "horror" game I've ever played. Everything feels like
a chore to do and it's just not fun, scary or interesting.

Here are just some of the things that make the game unbearable... These can simply be passed as poor dev choices.

-Crouch button is set to only be usable under "exceptional circumstances".
-Jump is buggy and makes your character have a stroke if you hold it.
-There is NO WAY to look at your objectives AFAIK unless you run up to a specific point in the map\/game that tells you what
your tasks are. Many times I'm greeted with the text "You need to finish your tasks first". It is SOOOO confusing to know what
you're supposed to do especially after you get "outside".
-Graphics are from 2001.
-Sound effects are nerve-wrecking. Your character keeps coughing and sneezing all the time even when you're wearing a GAS
MASK... with a "normal" voice.
-There are no texts setup for notes etc. It's all just screen rolled where the subtitles making text overlap.
-ALT+Tabbing causes game to f*cking BREAK from time to time. There's also random crashing with loading screens.

Basically all you do is just run around in the same areas over and over and over and over again. I've seen Early-Access games
that work better and have better content than this game. THIS.GAME.IS.BAD.
I cannot recommend purchasing Worst Case Z. Nice little time killer indeed!

The store page gives a good description of the game itself. You find positive and negative of a pattern, and together they make a
whole circle. Not the entire board will be cleared; you get the next batch of icons after you found all matches. It's a bit like some
minigames in Hidden Object games. I rather like that I can play this standalone now.

The bonus 'feature' is a very responsive developer, interacting on the Steam forum and implementing suggestions. That alone is
worth far more than the tiny pricetag (and even smaller now on sale)!

If at times you just want to click something interesting but don't know what to play, or your head isn't up for anything more
complicated right then (or can't concentrate on a story), or have little time for prolonged game sessions, I suggest you get this. :)

There's also nice relaxing (kinda trance) music if you're into that (but it can be turned off). Dev is working on having the
background colour stay fixed instead of cycling round.

Edit: Different resolutions are in, you can set them in Steam via the launch options; right-click game in library, then properties,
then set launch options, then, for example, put in: 1024 758. Sorry programers, I hate giving bad reviews, but I loved portal and
portal 2 and this is no where near that epic level. The game uses magnetic guns to move around and manipulate blocks, which
had the potential to be epic and was fun at times. The puzzles are fairly easy to figure out what to do, but it is doing it that is so
frustrating. If I could have saved whenever I chose, it would be better, but constantly repeating a long series of manouvers just
because of one bad move, is not fun, it is a tedious ordeal. I stopped at a point saved as Red Lights, level 7, where you must
jump\/float around a zigzag section and I can't be asked to continue, so no comment on the puzzles beyond that point. Game
goes from easy to very hard, randomly. Portal was fun, humorous and challenging, this has only a few of those great qualities,
but could be fixed with a free upgrade. 3\/10.. I bought this game because I saw George Allan's name on it - for me, I knew his
name from Venus the Flytrap and his PD Game CHROME from the Amiga days.
It's a simple platformer; you can move and jump, each room has 5 keys to retrieve before going through the exit to the next
room.
The entire layout is set in one level across multiple rooms that loop back and fourth through and past each other in a neat, clever
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little way.
My first time round to complete took about 2hrs, 16mins with 156 deaths. the 2nd was 1hr 7mins with 107 deaths. Once you
complete it the first time, there will be a nagging sensation to come back and do it again - not necessarily to break your record
but {no spoilers} for something that happens near the end which will bring you back at least once.

in saying that, I still need to go around a third time.... Thanks George.

I think the price tag is easily worth paying - it especially has a nostalgic touch to it - not just because of the 80s enemies but
something about it feels like I should have this on a 3.5" Floppy, attached an Amiga Power Magazine.. bought the game like
forever ago on a whim and didn't have very high expectations at first it was a very baron game but they've added a lot of cool
stuff it it's looking like it'll turn out to be a pretty good game in the end. A really nice and good looking puzzle game, not unlike
Portal.

It play's out on a space station orbiting what once was Jupiter (still is, just not the way we know it. The developers must really
like 2001: A Space Odyssey and 2010: The Year We Made Contact and its sequel); A scientific testing facility where you are
the 80-something test subject.

What are you testing? Well, you have a brain implant that allows you to move forward and backward in time, as well as create
temporal clones of yourself doing whatever it was you did before. It basically is a record-and-playback function for you as a
person. And therein lies the kicker. The puzzles you are presented with require you to create not one but several of these clones
of yourself in order to solve them.

It looks and plays really smooth and beautiful, except that a lot of rooms and corridors look very much alike and resources are
obviously being re-used a bit too much. But every now and then you get to watch out the window and see...well, just watch the
forementioned movies or play the game and you'll get it. The musical score and sound effect round the artwork off quite nicely.

The physics and modelling have proven a tad temperamental though. Buttons you're supposed to step on sometimes don't trigger
because of the odd shape and the character(s) collision detection and lasers, which push you away, may push you into a wall and
all sorts of freaky things start happening.

Then there are certain puzzles that involve objects that are shielded from temporal tampering, and that's where the real
gamebreak lies. These puzzles come with a checkpoint so you can still reset the puzzle and try again. The problem is that not all
objects are properly reset when using these, resulting in bugged puzzles that simply cannot be solved, you cannot proceed and
therefor have to play the entire level again, and again...and again...

But overall this really is a great addition for people that enjoy puzzles set in an FPS game with a SciFi undertone.. Borderlands 1
and 2 are awesome, Borderlands 3 looks awesome - already preordered. But The Pre-Sequel is a poor excuse for a Borderlands
game. They managed to take everything from 2, add some more features... and mess up the game. Quests take you back and
forward across the same stretches of the map over and over again, 90% of the dialogue is unfunny and boring. Playable
characters are alright. Gunplay is largely the same as 2, with the added laser guns and cryo, gameplay includes low grav and
buttslams - largely uninteresting and repetitive mechanics. Enemies are also largely the same. Game is largely uninteresting and
repetitive.
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